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The Texes series is a group of exams created by the State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) and administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). These exams are designed to determine whether or not an individual has the knowledge necessary to be an entry-level educator in the Texas public school system, including agriculture, food, and natural resources (612 272), American Sign Language (ASL) (184), art (EC12) (178), bilingual education (supplemental) (164), bilingual target language proficiency test (BTLP) (Spanish) (190). The teacher study material really helped me to pass my special education test (161) and I am now certified to teach special education at all levels in the state of Texas.

This guide includes Texes practice test questions on how to pass the Texas Examinations of Educator Standards (Texes) using an easy step-by-step Texes study guide without weeks and months of endless studying, including agriculture, food, and natural resources (612 272), ASL (184), art (EC12) (178), bilingual education (supplemental) (164), bilingual target language proficiency test (BTLP) (Spanish) (190).
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